DIAMOND CYCLE
Rental Agreement
Print & Fill out the yellow portions of this form and bring it with you when you come to pick up your bike. You will also need to bring
your ID and Credit Card.
Name

Date

Telephone

Bike Information (To be Completed by Diamond Cycle)
MODEL

TAG #

OUT

IN

Address
City

State

Zip

E-mail Address

NOTES

Payment:
Payment is due at the time of rental. Late returns will be charged additional days. You must provide a valid
form of ID and Credit Card at time of rental. Your Credit Card information will be held on file while the rental
is in your possession, and your card will not be charged as long as the the rental is returned on time and
without damage. We do not rent accessories, but rental helmets are provided at no additional charge and must
be returned with the bike to ensure proper credit.

By signing below I acknowledge and agree that:
(1) I understand that there are inherent and other risks involved in bike riding, that injuries are a common and ordinary
occurrence, and I freely and voluntarily agree to assume all risks involved, including the risk of serious injury or
death.
(2) I have been instructed on how to operate the bike and I understand how to safely ride the bike and operate it brakes
and shift levers.
(3) I have been advised on the necessity of wearing a helmet for this rental and have been offered a helmet to use
free of charge during the rental.
(4) I understand I may encounter the following while I am testing the bike: pedestrians, auto traffic, parked cars,
sewer gratings, potholes, construction, debris and other hazards, obstacles and distractions.
(5) I agree to assume all risks inherent to riding a bicycle and to obey all traffic laws, signs, local regulations, and
rules of the road for bicycles.
(6) To the fullest extent allowed by law, I agree to RELEASE, HOLD HARMLESS AND INDEMNIFY this bicycle
store, the manufacturers and the distributors of this bicycle, and their owners, agents and employees from any and
all liability for injuries or damages to the user of this equipment or to any other person or property resulting from
the use of this bicycle. I agree NOT TO SUE or make a claim against this bicycle store or the manufacturers of
this bicycle for injuries relating to the use of this equipment.
(7) I agree that it is my responsibility to know how to properly ride and operate the bicycle and obtain necessary
instruction. I understand the function of the bicycle and will not misuse or abuse the bicycle. If I feel the bicycle
is not functioning properly, I will stop using it and have it inspected, repaired or adjusted by a qualified technician.
I will not make any adjustments to the bike during the rental unless assisted by a salesperson.
(8) I understand this bicycle store wil never sell, or rent my personal information, however I allow the store to
periodically contact me about future recreational rides, events and store promotions.
(9) I agree to return this bicycle in the same condition that it was rented to me, and I understand that any damage
incurred will be my resposibility. I agree to return this bike clean. Mud or dirt covered bikes will be assessed a
cleaning fee.
(10) I am over 18 yrs of age.

Rental Return
This rental is due back to Diamond Cycle no later than

DATE

TIME

AM/PM

If I am more than (3) days late in returning the bike, I agree to allow Diamond Cycle to charge my Credit Card for the full retail
value of the item.

signature of renter

date

Driver's Liscense Number

State

Credit Card Number

Expiration Date

